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WALLINGFORD - Bertram E. "Bert" 

Morton (W1DFU), 76, of Wallingford 

died Wednesday morning, November 

9, 2016, at the Rutland Regional Med-

ical Center, following a brief illness. 

Bert was born on July 30, 1940, in 

Wallingford. He graduated from the 

Wallingford High School in 1958.   He 

then, for 25 years, was the manager 

of distribution for the Rutland Herald 

until his retirement. In his retirement, 

he owned and ran  “Placemats"R"Us.”  

Bert enjoyed music, camping, Ham-

fests and traveling to Maine. He was 

an avid Ham radio operator since be-

ing a teen, with 
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A Big Hole in the Sun's Atmosphere 

RETURN OF THE BIG CORONAL HOLE:   

At the end of October, a hole in the sun's atmos-
phere lashed Earth's magnetic field with solar 
wind, sparking moderately-strong geomagnetic 
storms and almost a full week of Arctic auro-
ras.  News flash:  It's back.  The same "coronal 
hole" is turning toward Earth again. NASA's Solar 
Dynamics Observatory photographed the struc-
ture on Nov. 20th:  
Coronal holes are regions in the sun's atmosphere 
where the magnetic field peels back and allows 
solar wind to escape.  Since our last encounter 
with this hole in late October it has been trans-
iting the farside of  

Con’t pg # 8 

Con’t W1DFU pg 4 
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DEC2016 I hope we all had a Happy Thanksgiving!  

Great news for our December meeting. Tom Perera Ph.D., W1TP, is 

returning to do a third presentation entitled "The History and Current 

Values of Telegraph Keys" Tom's presentations are professional 

grade and have proven to be very interesting, informative and most enjoyable. Don't miss it! 

We are once again running our annual Technician Class License Class. The 2017 Ham Radio Class will run 

from Wednesday January 4 thru the license exam date of March 22. The once a week classes, will be 

held on Wednesday evenings and will run from 6:30 PM until 8:30 or 9:00 PM. We will meet in the Rut-

land Police Department’s Community Room at 108 Wales Street, Rutland City. There is no charge for 

the course except for the required book which costs about $30.00. Books will be available at the first 

class. There are book scholarships available for those in need. Please pass the word along!  

Here is an early wish for a Merry Christmas and a Happy Holiday season for us all. That's all for now. 

Tim, WA1VT 

 Prez Sez 

 by: Tim   WA1VT 

           DEC2016/JAN2017 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE: 
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 

600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” 
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at  

www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the 
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates.  

 
05 DEC SAM W1IBR TR 

12 DEC ANN MARY AB1CH RC 

19 DEC STEVE W1SFR TR 

26 DEC JIM N0VVV RC 

02 JAN FRANK W1AD TR 

09 JAN SAM W1IBR RC 

16 JAN STEVE W1SFR TR 

23 J AN JIM N0VVV RC 

30 JAN ANN MARY AB1CH TR 

Lest the Holiday Season gets rolling too quickly, here is the NC Sched for the next two (2) months. Please check it with 

your schedule and if you cannot  cover your dates, make arrangements with another NC Op...or trainee/wannabe NC Op! 

The Amateur Radio Emergency Service® (ARES) consists of licensed amateurs who have voluntarily registered their qualifica-

tions and equipment, with their local ARES leadership, for communications duty in the public service when disaster strikes.  

http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Public%20Service/ARES/ARESmanual2015.pdf 

**Download the ARES Manual [PDF] or ARES Field Resources Manual [PDF] 

Amateur Radio Emergency Service® (ARES) 

Emergency service is one of the basics of the  Amateur Radio Service. There is sometimes some confusion 

about ARES, the ARRL arm of emergency services and RACES, the government arm of amateur emergency 

services.   

There is a FAQ  page and outline of FCC concerning  these two  services at the ARRL web page: 

http://www.arrl.org/ares-races-faq 

Two Flavors of Amateur Radio Emergency Operation 
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   GMWS once again achieved an outstanding place in the annual ARRL Field Day.  Out of 2,696 official en-

tries, GMWS stations N1VT and WA1VT placed 341st in the nation among all classes (top 20%).  With a total 

score of 3,974 from 789 QSOs, our 4A station placed 44 out of 132 other 4As (top 1/3).   

   Below is the listing of stations that placed near GMWS nationwide among all classes:  

 

Vermont had a very good showing in the contest.  12 stations submitted entries.   

GMWS placed 2nd in the state behind our exceptional operators to the north from RANV (W1NVT/W1PU).  

Former GMWS president, Gary, W1ECH, made 400 QSOs as an individual station and placed 6th in the state.  

2016 Field Day Official Results 
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In the New England Division, in the 4A class, GMWS placed 6th.  Out of all 155 contest entries in the 4A class, 

GMWS placed 30th. 

Congratulations go to all our participants.  Even though band conditions were terrible, It was a great event 

and we hope to continue the tradition in 2017.  Congratulations go to the first place team: W3AO Class 17A 

with 8,910 QSOs and a score of 30,034!       Submitted by Frank W1AD  

Mark your calendars now.   

ARRL Field Day 2017 is June 24 and 25.  

Bert W1DFU/sk the call sign, W1DFU. He was one of the founding 

members of the Green Mountain Wireless Society. 

Ed note: I read somewhere that Bert was one of, if 

not the, first of a line of “Prez’s” of GMWS. He also 

recently returned, once again to serve as president. 

He will be greatly missed by his family and friends.   

Con’t from pg #1 
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The half hitch a simple overhand knot, where the working end of a line is brought over and un-

der the standing part. Insecure on its own, it is a valuable component of a wide variety of useful 

and reliable hitches, bends, and knots. Two successive half hitches tied around an object makes 

up the common clove hitch. Two successive half hitches tied around the standing part a rope is 

known as two-half-hitches or double half hitch.[1] 

One instance where a half hitch stands on its own without additional embellishment is when added to a timber hitch to help stabi-

lize a load in the direction of pull. A timber hitch is tied on the far end of the load to bind it securely and a half hitch made at the 

forward end to serve as a guide for the rope. In this instance, the half hitch combined with a timber hitch is known as a  killick 

hitch or kelleg hitch.[2]  

The knot is attractive to the eye and so is used decoratively for French whipping which is also 

known as half hitch  

(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Half_hitch )  

The Slippery Half Hitch 
Another way to tie a half-hitch , to make a half hitch, the loop is pulled through and a loop is 

left. This picture is actually called a “Slippery Half Hitch” This is occasionally useful but should 

be temporary. It is actually only an Overhand Knot around the object with the end run back 

through the knot and left "slippery." It can be quickly untied by pulling on the free end. The 

Slippery Half Hitch can be locked by passing the end back through the eye and pulling tight. 

This is a quick release hitch as pulling the loops end will free the knot. 

The Half Hitch 

 TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS     

      It may have been 10 years ago, or more, but it was when GMWS met in the basement of the 
Red Cross Building.  We knew where the Red Cross training tapes were. The essence of Red 
Cross was all around us! There were (dated) stacks of bottled water, reserves of army cots and other mate-
riel useful in a time of trouble.  Hams are adaptable but wherever we have met, we are guests. 
     Then GMWS president Deb Clark NN1C-SK in her open letter to members and friends in Key Klicks 
noted the importance of our readiness to support the activities of the Red Cross as needed.  Here we are 
again searching for a reasonably secure place to be a guest and provide a place for our EOC.  She noted 
with appreciation all the work that provided our EOC. 
     Where we as GMWS will go and who we shall help and assist may take a new form and a new place.  
We will really need to apply some imagination to this. 
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY 

USING HALF HITCHES TO FINISH MANY LASHINGS 
Though the clove hitch is most always taught by laying two turns around the pole to form an ‘X’ and then 

passing the running end underneath, the approach presented in this video is an essential one that should 

come into play anytime a lashing is finished with a clove hitch. The video at the URL below, extracted from 

the Clove Hitch and Half Hitches video, communicates this basic process in an understandable and 

straightforward manner.  

https://scoutpioneering.com/2016/11/03/using-half-hitches-to-finish-many-lashings/ 

Ed note: You will learn more about clove hitches than you ever thought possible but you may also gain new respect for this sim-

ple little hitch. 
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@ Rutland Police Community Room 108 Wales St.  

Meeting called to order at 18:57 with 13 members and 1 guest present.  

Pledge of allegiance and introductions around the room. OCT16 Minutes accepted as printed in Key Klicks.    

Reports: Secretary Caid W1CX; Vice President Report Sam W1IBR: No report; Treasurer Report Forrest N1BBQ: We are sol-

vent. 

 

 President Report Tim WA1VT: Tom W1TP will give a presentation at our December meeting on telegraph keys and Morse code. 

Events: Frank W1AD and Tim WA1VT participated in two scouting events one at the fairgrounds and one at Camp Sunrise 

where they set up a station for the scouts. 

OctoberFeast was good as always! 

The technician class : Starts January 4th at 6:30pm and we have two students lined up so far. 

Permanent EOC: We are still looking for a home for club meetings. We have the community room at the Rutland City PD booked 

for meetings till the end of next year. 

Frank W1AD gave a video presentation on his trip to the top of Killington with Warren and Mike to check on the 444.55 ma-

chine. There was suspicion the power supply might have an issue it was resolved and is working fine now. Frank also showed 

pictures and talked about a trip up Mt. Mansfield to check on the 447.175 link to Killington and it was found that the antenna 

was  pointing in the wrong direction. 

Meeting adjourned at 20:00 

Respectfully submitted my GMWS Secretary Caid W1CX 

GMWS 08NOV2016 meeting minutes 
Caid KA1PKN 

The popular TV show/YouTube show/Podcast HamRadioNow is adding presentations on emergency and dis-

aster response communications subjects. HamRadioNow is an online television show, webcast, podcast, and 

a YouTube show for and about Amateur Radio. The host is Gary Pearce, KN4AQ, a radio amateur and broad-

caster for 50 years. The show is recorded, not live, and there's no set schedule. Viewers can watch the show 

at any time on the Episode Pages on its website, or on its YouTube Channel. Or listeners can download just 

the audio and listen on their phones with the RSS feed. The format is primarily a talk show with a pair of 

hosts and a series of guests. Co-host is David Goldenberg, W0DHG, an Emergency Coordinator. (Pearce has 

an ARES/PIO background). 

Goldenberg and Pearce have announced that they are planning to produce a show whenever an incident oc-

curs that warrants discussion of lessons learned. "The goal is to provide an interesting, entertaining and use-

ful look at emergency/disaster response activity in the context of Amateur Radio," said Pearce. "We do in-

depth shows (usually an hour or more), and can go way beyond a cursory summary of an event or drill," he 

said. Spurring this new aspect of the show was Hurricane Matthew. "We did an off-the-cuff show as HamRa-

dioNow Episode 270, then a more formal show (Episode 274) featuring Emergency Coordinators from Florida 

and South Carolina in the storm's aftermath," Pearce said. There have been emergency/disaster response 

themed shows before, collected and published on an "EmComm Playlist" on the YouTube Channel. --  

Gary Pearce, KN4AQ, Cary, North Carolina, HamRadioNow 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL24Rak2jsMJRnG5zKTeJ7H4vL44lTf_BA 

Popular TV Show HamRadioNow Adds "EmComm Extra" 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL24Rak2jsMJRnG5zKTeJ7H4vL44lTf_BA
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL24Rak2jsMJRnG5zKTeJ7H4vL44lTf_BA
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National Geographic Channel Ham Radio Guide  

Supports Before MARS Prequel 

 

11/02/2016 
The National Geographic has produced A Guide to Ham Radio to support its recently released digital 
short, Before MARS — a prequel to its upcoming MARS series. The 33-minute prequel, which has a heavy 
Amateur Radio theme, provides the back story of two principal characters in the upcoming MARS global 
event series. 

In the prequel, twin teenaged sisters Hana and Joon Seung are the new kids in town, after their single mother 
relocates. In due course, they come across old ham radio transceivers — one in an attic, the other in a thrift 
shop — and use them to communicate with each other and with an older, local ham. 

Tuning about, Hana — whose character gets most of the attention — hears an astronaut on the International 
Space Station (ISS) on her radio and eventually makes contact, as Amateur Radio on the International Space 
Station (ARISS) program participants do. In a touch of realism, the female astronaut uses the NA1SS call 
sign. 

The Amateur Radio researcher on the film was veteran electrical engineer Michael Gilmer, N2MG, who said 
the producers contacted him through his connection with the eHam.net website. Patrick J. Kiger authored the 
guide. 

Gilmer concedes that the depictions of Amateur Radio in the production take a few liberties, although he be-
lieves that non-hams will likely overlook these and focus instead on the story arc of self-discovery and rela-
tionships within a theme of young women becoming interested in science and scientific careers. 

The sisters’ exposure to ham radio helps to inspire them to pursue careers in space exploration, become as-
tronauts, and take part in a 2033 mission to Mars. MARS will combine documentary sequences about real-life 
efforts to travel to and colonize Mars. 
Copied from:  http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/mars/articles/a-guide-to-ham-radio/   
ed.AB1CH 

 

In 2008 John Devoldere, ON4UN, and Mark Demeuleneere, ON4WW, wrote a comprehensive document enti-
tled "Ethics and Operating Procedures for the Radio Amateur." The purpose of this document was for it to be-
come a universal guide on operating ethics and procedures. 
This document was accepted by the IARU Administrative Council as representing their view on the subject. 
During subsequent Regional IARU meetings it was emphasized that the document be made available to the Am-
ateur Radio Community via all available means, at no cost, and in as many languages as possible. 

The document has since been translated into more than 25 languages. In some countries the document is also 
offered in printed format and many Amateur Radio websites have a link to the document. Our most sincere 
thanks go to all our friends who spent hundreds of hours to take care of these translations. 

To achieve easier access to all of the existing versions and languages of the document, the authors have set up 
the Ham Radio Ethics and Operating Procedures web site. It contains a listing of all versions/languages, sort-
ed by country, where you can download the translations in any of the following forms:   
**PDF or Word documents from various countries 
**Directly from the different Radio Societies' web sites 
**A downloadable PowerPoint (available in one of three languages--English, French and Dutch) 
John, ON4UN, and Mark, ON4WW 
Ed. Note: copied from   http://www.arrl.org/operating-ethics 

Operating Ethics and Operating Procedures 

http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/mars/articles/a-guide-to-ham-radio/
http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/mars/videos/before-mars/
http://www.ariss.org/
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/DXCC/Eth-operating-EN-ARRL-CORR-JAN-2011.pdf
http://www.iaru.org/about.html
http://www.hamradio-operating-ethics.org/
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets: 
EVERY MONDAY:  
GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM  
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM BANDS PERMITTING 
 
EVERY DAY:  
VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM 
VT/NH TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM 
NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM 
  
EVERY SUNDAY:  
VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM 
ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM 

(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL) 
 
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:  
BURLINGTON AREA VE  RALPH KD1R 802-878-6454 
GMWS  MAR2017 SEE BELOW 

 
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING      

TUESDAY 13DEC2016 @ THE COMMUNITY ROOM ON THE SEC-
OND FLOOR OF THE RUTLAND CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT, 108 
WALES STREET HAS BEEN RESERVED FOR THE USE OF GMWS AS 
FOLLOWS: 2ND TUESDAYS OF THE MONTH, 7 PM TO 9 PM,  
NOW THROUGH THE END OF 2017.  & EVERY WEDNESDAY 6PM 
TO 9PM IN JANUARY, FEBRUARY AND MARCH, 2017. GMWS 
WILL USE THE ROOM TO HOLD OUR ANNUAL TECHNICIAN  
LICENSING COURSE AND VE SESSION (22MAR17) 

Key Klicks The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY December 2016 
On the Web at:  www.gmws.net 

Members Bob Allen 

WA1ONT &  

Bert Morton  

W1DFU/sk  

inspecting the  

antenna  setup for a 

Field Day CW  OP 

 
 
the sun, carried around by the sun's 27-day rota-
tion.  Now that it is back we can see that the hole is 
not quite as large as it was a month ago--but it is 
still impressive, covering more than 1/4th of the 
visible solar disk. 

NOAA forecasters expect the leading edge of 
the emerging solar wind stream to reach Earth 
late on Nov. 22nd, bringing with it a chance 
of G1-class geomagnetic storms on Nov. 
23rd. Free: Aurora Alerts. 

Con’t from pg #1 
CORONAL HOLE:   

PO BOX 84 

Rutland VT 05702 

 

GMWS Licensing Class of 2017  Starts 

Wednesday January 4 thru the license exam 

date of March 22. see PREZ-SEZ pg #2 

http://www.gmws.net
http://spaceweather.com/glossary/g1.jpg?PHPSESSID=lbqt5csd36aq33i2tu62ib83m0
http://spaceweather.com/services?PHPSESSID=lbqt5csd36aq33i2tu62ib83m0

